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3. Design History 

3.1. PC Version 1 

The first iteration of Spliced was designed to be a 3D free roaming platform game that would 

be developed for PC and possibly Mac. The Player would have the ability to move around a 

3D environment and battle with simple AI controlled enemies whilst collecting power-ups and 

augmenting their abilities by combining with other animals found within the game. 

3.2. PC and Mobile Version 2 

The second iteration of Spliced was redesigned to be played on both PC and mobile 

platforms, primarily Android devices. The design of the game changed from the first version 

as the scope of the level design was scaled back to incorporate the new mobile elements. 

The design was changed from a fully 3D open path environment to a 3d environment that 

was set to a fixed path, in the same fashion as an infinite runner or the original Crash 

Bandicoot. These changes would allow for a simpler style of play and would be easier to 

control on a mobile device. 

3.3. PC and Mobile Version 3 

The plans for having the game play along a fixed path through a 3d environment couldn’t be 

executed within the UDK engine. Multiple attempts from Path finding to cameras tied to 

trigger events wouldn’t allow for axis shifting during game play. The choice to either abandon 

the simple controls or the intricate fixed path was solved through a reflective discussion on 

the target market and platform, resulting in a new creative direction of Spliced. 

3.4. Mobile Version 3 

Redesigned with mobile devices as the primary production platform, the level design was 

changed to allow for movement along a 2D axis within a 3D environment. Game play was 

redesigned to create the most optimal method of play on a mobile device using touch 

controls; Player interaction was now limited to left and right movement and a jump/attack 

button. To incorporate the Spliced feature the levels were designed to have multiple arching 

paths with areas that could only be accessed through use of different Spliced combinations 

that afforded the Player new abilities. Level design whilst modified was still based around 

simple platform run, jump and collect mechanics. 

3.5. Mobile Version 4 

Redesigned art style for the games environment and assets but game play and level design 

unchanged. This version also saw the introduction of the ‘Totem’ checkpoint system; an 

animated game object that saved the Players position every time they were passed. 

3.6. Mobile Version 5 

Game level was redesigned to add greater length and more interaction with the environment 

including more jump sequences and climbable tree sections. Redesign of game art style 

again from a cartoon stylised design to a more realistic environment. 
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4. Section 1 – Game Overview 

4.1 – Game Concept 

Evil scientist, Dr G.Nome’s experiment with genetic mutations goes wrong and results in his 

pet bear being abandoned in the woods. The bear must make its way back to its master and 

along the way rescue the scientist’s previous mutated experiments. 

4.2 – Feature Set 

 2.5D Platformer 

 Story Mode – Fully crafted narrative told through use of animated cut-scenes 

and in-game dialogue. 

 Multiple level paths that require exploration to fully complete. 

 Central Hub environment where Player can interact with rescued characters 

and feel more compelled to rescue more. 

 Dynamically regenerate the damaged landscape in your home area, even 

have a play with the old Splicing chamber. 

 Spliced combination mechanic 

 Player character can combine with other animals within the game to create a 

unique hybrid. The ‘spliced’ character now has an altered appearance and the 

characteristics of the new animal. 

 Hit harder, Jump further, Swim deeper. Spliced powers allow the player to 

unlock new level areas and to reach hidden collectables as well as battle 

dangerous foes. 

 Defeating enemy creatures will make those creatures available to the Player 

and increase the number of possible splice variations. 

 Unique Enemies to Battle 

 Fight against a wide range of Dr G.Nome’s previous genetic experiments as 

they attempt to stop your journey.  

 1st Generation creatures are the Doctors earliest attempt at splicing and 

feature combinations of creatures that would be normally harmless (such as a 

Crab and a Kitten); they feature no real offensive abilities and are quite docile. 

 2nd Generation creatures use more dangerous animals in their combinations 

and can pose a real threat to the Player when massed in large numbers. 

Animals usually found in these combinations include Wolves and Bison. 
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 3rd Generation creatures are larger and more dangerous than any of the other 

generations. They are extremely dangerous to the Player and consist of 

combinations such as Sharks and Rhinos. 

  “Leviathans” – These creatures have been subjected to further experiments 

that have caused them to grow to gigantic proportions. A true challenge for 

the Player. 

 Detailed 3D World  

 Move through a fully realised 3D world and watch as the environments 

change as you progress through the game. 

 Each zone features its own theme that represents the animals found within 

including Woodland, Jungle and Tundra. 

 Multiple level paths that open up a wider range of replayability and exploration 

for the Player. 

 Animated NPC’s, Checkpoints and foliage all optimised for mobile devices. 

 Collectables 

 Lots of different collectables to find through the game. 

 Splice Vials give the player the power needed to activate the Splice chamber. 

 Helix collectables allow the player to unlock hidden splice combinations. 

 Unlockable &Downloadable Content 

 Additional animals can be unlocked through the game and purchased for 

activation within the spliced chamber, from dinosaurs to fairies, plenty of 

scope for the player to have fun with.  

 Customize your favourite animal with colour schemes; give your ram bright 

green horns, or flaming spider legs. 
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4.3 – Genre 

Spliced is a 2.5D action platform game designed for mobile devices. 

4.4 – Target Audience  

Spliced is aimed for a Pan European Game Information (PEGI) rating of 3+ as the game 

aims to contain no content that would be likely to upset young children and any violence 

within the game is comedic and cartoony. The games target audience is aimed at fans of 

platform games in general and more specifically fans of games classic platform games such 

as Crash Bandicoot and Tomba. 

4.5 – Game Flow Summary  

Spliced begins with the main character ‘Behr’ waking up in forest unsure of his location. The 

opening level serves as a tutorial to players and allows them to learn the basic controls of 

the game. The opening prologue level also serves to present players with the different 

mechanics of the game such as jumping, collecting and combat and is designed that any 

early mistakes made do not punish the player with a character death. 

At the end of the prologue level the player falls into the game Hub; an area that serves as a 

base and home for the main character and contains an old abandoned splicing chamber that 

allows the player to combine with other creatures. From the Hub the player can use teleport 

pads to move about the game world and start new missions.  

In the proceeding levels the game explores the various eclectic environments and wildlife of 

Spliced’s island setting and the player learns more information about the works of Dr 

G.Nome as well as the Behr’s origin story. The player’s progress through the game 

eventually leads to the Behr confronting Dr G.Nome in his mountain top base and the game 

ending. 

This doesn’t necessarily mean the end of the player’s journey, as the variety of hidden paths 

and sections of level to explore, each with their own unique animal combinations which need 

rescuing allows for extended endgame replayability.  

4.6 – Look and Feel 

The look of Spliced has been designed to create juxtaposition between the aesthetic of the 

characters and NPCs and the environments that they inhabit. The environments featured are 

a blend of realistic and stylised flora in a detailed natural terrain that gives the impression of 

a slightly surreal dreamlike world with an intense palette that whilst colourful is still based on 

real world counterparts. The use of a 2.5D orthographic camera allows for large open vistas 

and landscapes to be displayed creating a richly detailed world. 

The character design and textures oppose the environments style by being more cartoony 

and unrealistic in origin, with each character and NPC being designed as more of an 

anthropomorphism of the source creature than a direct representation. The cartoony style of 

the characters is also designed to inform the player through purely visual cues about the 

atmosphere and play style of the game as well as being appealing to a younger audience. 
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4.7 Project Scope 

4.7.1 Number of Game World Locations 

The story and gameplay of Spliced is set upon a large fantastical island in the middle of the 

ocean. The games 6 different zones span the differing locations and environments of the 

island. Each zone is designed to differ from the others in both flora and fauna and serve to 

show the player progression through the games narrative. Contrasting themes as much as 

possible helps expand the feeling of the games scale, crucial for mobile platforms. 

 

The world locations in order of progression are: 

 

The Forest 

A heavily wooded area with running streams, waterfalls and lush vegetation. The Forest 

zone is the player’s introduction to the game world and contains spliced combinations that 

would generally be associated with the forest environment such as the Ram and the Bat. 

 

 

The Beach 

An area that contains both sandy beaches and rocky cliff faces as well as underwater 

sections through caves and rock pools. This area is designed to allow the player to explore 

some of the different gameplay abilities such as swimming or using spliced combinations to 

travel to the bottom of the sea.  

 

 

The Jungle 

This area of the game is even more heavily wooded than the Forest and features lots of 

exotic flora and fauna as well as different weather conditions such as heavy rain. The Jungle 

area is where players will start to encounter more dangerous spliced combinations as well as 

a more challenging environment to traverse. 
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The Canopy 

After completing the Jungle zone, players then must then cross the tree tops of the jungles 

canopy. This area features a similar environment to the Jungle but with a greater 

concentration on jumping gameplay. The area also has different animals to encounter such 

as birds and apes. 

 

 

The Tundra 

A vast frozen vista, broken up by sheer cliffs and glaciers that challenges player’s ability to 

control their character on ice as well as unstable terrain. The Tundra zone’s environment is 

designed to be as much of a danger to player’s as the spliced animals themselves, of which 

Polar bears and Walruses are featured.  

 

 

G.Nome’s Base 

The final zone of the game features Dr G.Nome’s mountain top base and contains an 

industrial environment as opposed to the game’s previously natural locations. The zone is 

primarily located in indoor locations and features some of the most dangerous spliced 

combinations within the game. 
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4.7.2 Number of Levels 

Spliced features 18 different levels within the game spread over each of the 6 different 

zones. Each zone contains 3 levels set inside each of those zones with the final level of 

each zone culminating in a Boss fight against a larger ‘Leviathan’ class spliced creature, 

comparable to a standard boss battle archetype.  

The game also features a beginning prologue level that introduces players to the controls 

and gameplay of Spliced which leads on to the Hub section of the game that will serve as a 

pre-game location that allows player to experiment with spliced combinations as well as 

transporting themselves to the current game level. The Hub also serves as a home for the 

main character and all the creatures that have been rescued through the progress of the 

game.  

A diagram depicting an example of a themes level flow:  

 

 

4.7.3 – Number of Playable Characters 

Spliced features one playable character called “Behr” and is the main character through the 

player’s experience of Spliced. The player can change both the appearance and abilities of 

the ‘Behr’ character but the player avatar still remains the same. 

4.7.4 – Number of Non-Player Characters (NPCs) 

The game features a number of NPCs with 4 main characters being featured in the games 

main storyline; Dr G.Nome, Beets the Beatle, Hoots the Gibbon-Toucan and Gestalt.? 

(Name) the Owl-octopus. 

In addition to these main characters there are a large amount of enemy characters and 

rescued animal characters found within the game including the RamToise and the rescued 

Ram and Tortoise. 
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4.7.5 – Collectables 

Spliced features two distinct sets of collectables, Vials and Helix Strands. Vials are the most 

commonly occurring and take the place of the standard “coin” item found within most 

platform games. The Vials are present in every level and are easily found by the player. The 

in-game purpose for the collection of the Vials is to allow the Behr character to power up the 

Splice chamber that allows for spliced combinations to occur; without enough Vials the 

player will not be able to transform themselves into a new more powerful combination. Whilst 

there is a requirement for the Vials to progress through the game, the Vials are plentiful and 

are available for recollecting through the replaying of levels, thereby extending the games 

life span. 

Vial In-Game Appearance  

The second collectable found within Spliced is the Helix 

Strand. The Helix Strand is a rarer form of collectable and is 

usually limited to one per level. The purpose of the Helix is to 

allow players to unlock new and more unique spliced 

combination possibilities that wouldn’t be available through 

natural game progression. These unlocks give the players a 

greater amount of customisation and include options such as 

T-Rex and Alien. 

 

Helix In-Game Artwork to Be Confirmed. 

 

4.7.6 – Number of Spliced Combinations 

Spliced combinations are the main Unique Selling Point (USP) of Spliced and are therefore 

an important part of the games design. At present there are three completed Spliced 

combinations with one fully developed and rendered, not including the main Behr character. 

With further development of the game the total will increase up to at least 20 on initial 

release of the game with further additions being made available throughout the life span of 

the game.  

At present the three combinations are:  
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The Behr-Crab 

This combination, between the Behr and a Crab allows the player to walk and breathe 

underwater freely as well as attack enemies with its powerful claws. Whilst powerful 

underwater, the Behr-Crab is slow and clumsy on land. 

The Behr-Ram 

This combination is the result of splicing the Behr with a Ram. This combination gives the 

Behr large ram horns that allow him to knock down obstacles and enemies. 

The Behr-Bat 

The combination of the Behr and a Fruit Bat gifts the player with large bat wings that allow 

the Behr to glide for long distances and to jump higher than normal. This combination is 

slightly weaker to enemy attacks due to its fragile wings 

5. Section II – Gameplay and Mechanics 

5.1 – Gameplay 
The following section of the document will explain how the player will experience the game in 

greater depth from both an in-game perspective as well as a technical one. 

5.1.1 – Game Progression 

Progression through Spliced follows two distinct types, the progression of the player through 

the game itself (player progression) and the progression of the character through the games 

story (narrative progression). Player progression through the game involves the player 

developing more competence of playing the game and navigating its different environments 

as well as discovering more spliced abilities and understanding the strengths and 

weaknesses of each combination. 
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The narrative progression of the game involves the Behr character moving through the game 

world from an initial position of confusion and loss through to a deeper understanding of the 

motives and actions of those around him, to a final realisation about his past and the games 

antagonist; Dr G.Nome.  

Depth of story is an element that is often overlooked in many platform games, especially 

mobile, as the concept of an involving storyline does not combine well with the pick up and 

play style gameplay of modern mobile games. The intentions behind the story of Spliced is 

that it is an element that players are exposed to in small sections and runs alongside the 

players natural progression through the game. This method of design allows for players to 

receive a brief exposition of narrative as they begin a level or to skip it entirely and proceed 

to simply playing the game without their enjoyment of the game being hindered. 

Progression through the game does not need to be linear either as players may choose to 

replay previous sections of the game whilst using different spliced abilities that makes 

previously unreachable sections of the game accessible. Players may also choose to replay 

previous levels to collect more in-game collectables, simply replay an enjoyable game area 

or experiment with additional or new splicing animals. 

5.1.2 – Mission Structure 

Mission structure within Spliced follows a simple pattern of progression through each of the 

games 6 zones. Each zone consists of 3 different levels that are each set in that zone. The 

difficulty of each level within that zone increases as the player’s progress and culminates in 

the final level of the zone where a large scale Boss Fight occurs. The mission structure is 

broken up and enhanced by the inclusion of multiple pathways through the levels that can 

only be accessed by having a certain spliced power applied i.e. an underwater section would 

require the use of a creature that can breathe underwater. 

Between missions players are relocated to the Behr’s home or Hub. This area serves as a 

safe area within the game that players can use to casually experiment with the spliced 

mechanic as well as an area of aesthetic interest. As players progress through the game the 

Hub area will become filled with more life and vegetation as well as become home to the 

creatures that have been rescued by the player during their play-through. These animals will 

move around the environment freely and will respond to interactions from the player (noises, 

dances etc). In addition to this the Hub area will also serve as a starting point for players to 

begin new levels or to replay old ones. Players will be able to enter a game object (a totemic 

statue) that will then display the games world map and show the next available level as well 

as previously completed ones; at this point players can then make their selection. 

The current mission structure for the Spliced Alpha release consists of the opening prologue 

level in which the player is allowed to explore the simple run and jump mechanics of the 

game in a safe environment. The prologue level also introduces players to a simple enemy 

to fight, The RamToise, which will allow players to unlock the first splice combination. After 

completing the prologue level, players are then transported to the Hub area where the two 

freed animals are now present, and are then able to combine with the rescued Ram NPC 

and splice into the Behr-Ram. After being spliced together, players are then able to teleport 
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back to the prologue level where they can play through it with the Behr-Ram character 

instead of the Behr.    

 

5.1.3 – Game Hub 

The Game Hub as mentioned previously serves as a main menu of sorts for players and 

allows them to change their splice abilities as well as select which level to play. The Hub 

works as a 3D environment that the player can freely move around and interact with, in a 

similar way to how the player moves around an active game level. At the centre of the Hub is 

a Spliced machine that the player can use to change their abilities. Players perform this 

action by walking on to the machine at which point a menu will appear to allow them to 

select which animal they wish to combine with. The animal selection menu will appear as a 

on screen carousel with a model of each available animal being placed upon it, animals that 

have not been unlocked will be shown as blacked out silhouettes. Once a choice has been 

made the player selects the animal and the machine will combine the two animals together.  

This action is free to perform and the player may change animal combinations as many 

times as they like, however when an animal is discovered for the first time the player must 

have collected enough Vials to unlock that animal for use. The Vials power the machine and 

were the game to become based on a Freemium economy then the potential for charging 

players for additional Vials would be a possibility. 

After making a decision about which animal to combine with the player can then enter the 

teleport area where another menu will become available that shows the world map of the 

game. From here the player can choose to play the latest level available to them or to replay 

older levels that they have previously completed. After finishing a level the player will be 

given the choice to continue to the next level or to return to the Hub. If the player dies after 

consuming all their available lives the player will be returned back to the Hub.    

The rescued animals will happily navigate the hub area at their own accord and will become 

home to the all the ones the player rescues. They player can interact with them in the forms 

of minor animations. Feeding, playing and general interaction are yet to be full considered, 

it’s an aspect to help develop the players need to come and check on the game, replay 

ability. 

5.2 – Mechanics  

5.2.1 – Physics 

Spliced’s game environments are designed to replicate the game play mechanics of classic 

platform games and therefore conforms to the standard physics based universe of gravity, 

velocity, momentum and collision that is present in most platform games. Due to the 

importance of the jumping mechanic within the game; the effects of gravity are lessened on 

the Behr character so that the player can perform higher than possible jumps, as well as 

sometimes negated entirely when animals that can fly are introduced. 
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Collision and velocity all stay as standard elements through the game except during game 

levels where thematic influence is involved and the players physics are altered, such as 

increased momentum to represent the loss of friction created by the ice, or being blown to 

the side from wind when the player is up in the canopies.  

5.2.2 – Movement  

Movement is perhaps the most important aspect of a platform game and can be a difficult 

element to design correctly without hours of play-testing. The alpha build of Spliced features 

basic Run and Jump controls that whilst functional do not represent the final release quality 

movement controls.  

5.2.2.1 – General Movement 

Movement through the game is controlled by a touch pad on the lower left side of the 

device’s screen. Player movement is controlled by placing a finger on the left button and, 

whilst keeping the finger pressed down, dragging in the direction that the player wishes to 

move, similar to a joystick. The player can control the speed that the character moves by 

altering the distance the finger is moved with a long distance drag producing a fast speed of 

movement and a short drag creating a slow speed of movement. This movement method 

allows the player to know exactly the amount of control that is needed to move the Behr 

character as well as giving the player the ability to stop the Behr as soon as they lift their 

finger from the screen. 

Jumping responds in a simpler fashion with a single press of the jump button, located on the 

lower right hand side of the device’s screen, resulting in the player character jumping. 

Jumping is used as the main method of navigating over obstacles as well as combating 

enemies. At present the jumping mechanic doesn’t respond to double jumps or mid-air 

jumps so the player must wait until the character has landed fully before performing another 

jump. However the player may hold down the button for a slightly higher jump., this still is 

also in a very simple alpha stage.  

 

5.2.2.2 – Spliced Movements 

The addition of the spliced powers can change how the player character moves around the 

environment but it doesn’t change the way in which the creature is controlled by the player. 

The additional spliced abilities will modify various aspects of the Behr, such as the height 

and distance that the character can jump, abilities that grant flight or gliding will result in the 

player being able to either double press the jump button to generate the effect of by holding 

and dragging in a manner similar to how the running mechanic currently works. At present 

the alpha build of Spliced does not feature any additional spliced movement abilities. 

 

5.2.2.3 – Level Transport 

The movement between levels within Spliced uses a simple collision volume placed at the 

end of the game to trigger the loading of menu screens so that the player can choose the 
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next stage in their gameplay experience. Once each level has begun the player can either 

exit the game or return to the main menu by pressing the “Back” button on their tablet or 

handset or they can complete the level and reach the transporter located at the end of the 

level. Once this transporter has been reached the player can choose to continue, to save 

and quit or to save and return to the Hub. 

 

5.2.2.4 – Checkpoints 

Spliced features a series of animated “totem” game objects that line the route of the player 

characters progression thorough a level. These totems serve as checkpoints in the game 

and are activated whenever the Behr character passes through them. Once activated, a 

script is activated that triggers an animation in the totem and the totem becomes an active 

checkpoint. The checkpoint system is designed so that when a player is killed by an enemy 

or mistimes a jump, they are returned to the last checkpoint that they activated. Through the 

use of a box collider and JavaScript variables, the players coordinates are stored in a script, 

which are then later read by the deathzone script. The player falling off a ledge or coming 

into contact with something to cause death causes the camera to travel to the coordinates 

and the Behr to respawn with a distinct particle effect, signifying the regeneration of the 

player. The addition of the animation was included to serve as visual clue to the player that 

the checkpoint has worked as well as adding an element of humour and surrealism to the 

game. 

5.2.3 – Objects and Object Collection 

The primary objects within Spliced are the collectables that the player picks up during the 

course of game play. Ensuring that these collectables are picked up by the player every time 

and that the player is notified of this is very important as it can disrupt the flow of the game if 

the mechanic does not work correctly. In Spliced we have insured that object collection is a 

priority and that the player is easily informed that they have successfully collected said 

object. The mechanic works by ensuring that the object is set to collide when only the Player 

passes through it. When this collision has been detected the object is then removed from the 

screen and a particle system plays on screen, displaying an obvious and colourful animation 

of the object being removed from screen. At the same time as this the Player will hear a 

distinct audio cue, in this case a “Bloop”, and the on screen HUD that displays the players 

current number of collected objects will increase by one for each object collected. 

Using both a visual and audible response to the collection of an object means that players 

will be aware of any collection even if the sound has been muted and the player is 

momentarily distracted from the screen. 

 

 

5.2.4 Spliced Mechanic and Level Interaction 

Spliced’s main USP is the ‘Splice’ mechanic that allows the player to transform their 

characters appearance and abilities by combining with different animals found with in the 
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game. These new combinations give players the opportunity to traverse the environment and 

combat enemies in different ways thereby keeping the gameplay interesting with many 

different levels of replayability.  

The different abilities that are available through splicing fall in to 3 categories; Strength, 

Jump and Swim.  

Strength ability, gained through the combination with the Ram, allow players to knock down 

obstacles and do greater damage in attacks 

Jump ability, gained through the combination with the Bat, allow players to reach higher 

platforms and collectables and in some cases to glide short distances. 

The Swim ability, gained through combination with the Crab, allows the player to travel 

underwater and reach hidden caves. 

Each spliced combination will give the player an ability that falls into one or more of those 

categories with each category being divided into a further 3 levels of power. For example, 

splicing the Behr with the Ram creates the Ram-Behr and gives the player the Level 1 

Strength ability which enables the player to perform Level 1 based strength actions such as 

knocking down Level 1 strength walls or obstacles. As the Ram is an animal that denotes 

strength but is not a particularly powerful animal it can only perform Level 1 actions, however 

if the player were to combine with a Rhino, for example, then they would be able to perform 

actions up to Level 3 as the Rhino is a much stronger creature. 

Secret splicing animals and other alternatives open up the main story splicing abilities and 

allow a multitude of abilities which may or may not be useful or necessary for playing. Such 

as splicing with a T-Rex could give the ability roar and scare foes away. This isn’t 

detrimental to the game play but opens up the customization mechanic as a whole for the 

developers and the players. 

By designing the levels to have multiple routes through it, as well as having collectables that 

are only accessible through hidden or blocked routes, it expands the amount of replay that is 

available to players as well as scaling the level of difficulty and abilities needed as the game 

progresses. Each level will have one route that is able to be completed by any type of 

character regardless of ability but there will be multiple point in each level that can only be 

accessed through the use of a splice power. 

The Spliced powers are chosen at the start of the level whilst in the Hub section and can be 

changed every time the player returns to that Hub area. The ability to change appearance 

mid-game was considered but it was decided that it would take away from the level of 

replayability we were aiming for.  

Regards other interactions with-in the game, Spliced was designed to be as easy to play on 

as possible due to the limitations of the mobile format interface. Spliced has been designed 

so that the player can complete all challenges within the game through only the use of the 

move and jump controls which means that only two fingers (or thumbs) need to be used to 
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play the game. All item collection, combat and level interactions are done through either 

jumping on to in item/ enemy or by touching the item with the player character. 

 

5.2.5 – Combat  

In keeping with the design ethos of Spliced, the combat system has been designed to be as 

simple as possible so that it is intuitive to pick up and easy to perform. At present the alpha 

build of Spliced does contain a working combat system, however the final release of Spliced 

would feature a system with much higher tolerances. 

At present the combat system in Spliced works in a similar way to the Object collision 

detection system. An Enemy NPC contains 2 separate collision volumes, one at the front 

near its face and the other on its back. When a Player character collides with either of those, 

a script of code is deployed and the effects occur. In the case of the Player colliding with the 

front of the Enemy, the player has hit the DeathZone script which results in the player being 

“killed” and respawned back at the last checkpoint the player activated.  

When the Player hits the collision volume on the rear of the Enemy the DeathEnemy script is 

activated and the Enemy is destroyed and removed from the scene. In addition to the 

removal of the Enemy from the scene with script also activates a particle system that shows 

the Enemy contracting and disappearing and then the rescued animals that made up the 

Enemy, bouncing away to freedom. Defeating enemies is the primary way of freeing 

captured animals, which are then available at the Game Hub, for the Behr to combine with. 

The development of this mechanic would see a more physical interaction with the Enemy, 

such as the Player bouncing off the Enemy after making contact, as well as potentially 

adding a more complex A.I to the Enemy that would have it pursue the Player when it got too 

close. At present in the alpha build, the Enemy RamToise uses a simple waypoint path 

finding intelligence too plot its movement 
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5.3 – Screen Flow 

Full Build Screen Flow 
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Alpha Build Screen Flow 
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5.4 – Saving Game 

In the current alpha build of Spliced, saving the game is not possible, however the release 

build would contain a save feature that allowed players to save the game either at the 

compleation of the level or upon exiting the game. 

5.5 – Exiting Game 

The Spliced Game, including the alpha release, has been developed to allow users to quit at 

any point from the game by pressing the physical ‘Back’ button the handset or tablet they are 

playing it on. When the button is pressed the game is paused and the options to exit the 

game or return to the main menu are presented. If the player wishes, they can press the 

Back button again and resume the paused game. The current build has a bug with the 

camera moving when the pause screen is activated. 
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6. Section III – Story, Setting and Character 
Spliced has a story that plays out over the player progression through the game and is used 

to develop the players attachment to the main character as well as explain some of the 

design elements and game play mechanics of the game. Whilst the alpha release of Spliced 

does not feature all of the characters and story elements, this section of the design 

document aims to give a brief introduction to the world and characters of Spliced. 

6.1 Story and Narrative 

Spliced tells the story of a bear lost in the woods named Behr who, after being separated 

from his master, Dr G.Nome, sets out on a journey of discovery as he tries to get back 

home. During his journey, Behr discovers that his master has been responsible for 

conducting evil experiments on the wildlife of the Island and leads the Behr to question his 

allegiance to his master and eventually confront him over his treatment of the Island’s 

inhabitants. 

The story of the Spliced is narrated by the Behr’s friend, Beet’s, a small stag beetle which 

recounts the events of the game back to the Player in the past tense. The games narrative is 

conveyed to the Player through on screen dialogue boxes that can be skipped by those not 

interested in the story. The Behr himself makes noises in game but has no speaking role 

within the game. 

6.1.1 – Back Story 

The back story of the game that occurs before the events of Spliced, concerns the history of 

the games antagonist Dr G.Nome. Restrained by the moral boundaries of modern day 

science, G.Nome relocated to an isolated island in the middle of the Pacific where he was 

free to conduct his unapproved experiments in peace. After decades of ridicule about his 

height, the Doctor had spent all his time attempting to create the ultimate animal, a creature 

of perfection that was the apex predator in whatever environment or situation it encountered. 

This combination or ‘Gestalt’ entity would be the Doctors revenge against the world, but his 

experiments had yet bear fruit. After moving to the island, the Doctor began to experiment on 

the local wildlife in a mix and match attempt to create the best combinations. Every mistake 

or unsatisfactory result, the Doctor would release back into the wild to live out the rest of its 

short, painful life. 

The Doctor’s only friend was the Behr, the accidental result of his first experiment that fused 

a sloth together with his childhood teddy bear. Unable to explain the results that created the 

Behr (part sloth, part stuffed animal), the Doctor kept the Behr as a reminder that his work 

was possible. The Behr being part dim creature and part fluff wasn’t really able to comment 

on the situation, yet followed the Doctor around due to some deeply engrained memory 

about belonging to him.  

After years of failed experiments, which had so far only produced the Behr, a bunch of angry 

mutants and one slightly useful lab assistant called Hoots (the combination of a Toucan and 

a Gibbon), the Doctor, in a pique of anger, decided to replicate the original experiment again 

on the Behr and a recently captured Beetle named Beets. For unknown reasons the 
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experiment went even more wrong than usual and resulted with the Splice machine 

exploding and the Behr being blasted clear into the sky where he landed in a dark Forest.        

6.1.2 – Plot Elements 

Whilst the main story has not been completed yet the general narrative structure of the game 

involves the Player discovering the backstory of the game whilst witnessing more and more 

the Doctor’s angry failed experiments. As the Player moves through the game they will see 

that the Doctor’s experiments are beginning to succeed as his creatures are developing into 

more and more successful and dangerous combinations. The game concludes with the Behr 

reaching the Doctor’s mountain base and fighting against his ‘Gestalt’ creation, the Gestalt is 

the combination of multiple animals including Beets and is extremely powerful. The game 

concludes with the Gestalt being defeated and the animals that it consisted of, including 

Beets, are all freed, whilst the Doctor escapes the Island. 

6.2 – Game World 

The world of Spliced is one of rich colourful environments filled with fantastical and surreal 

inhabitants. The aim of the alpha development has been to show a small segment of how 

the games world looks and to show players that detailed and immersive environments can 

be realised on mobile devices. 

6.2.1 – General Look and Feel of Game World 

As portrayed in the Spliced alpha’s prologue level the game world of Spliced features a very 

intense colour palette that is used, in combination with various post process effects and 

particle systems, to portray a realistic world environment with a surreal Impressionist 

influence. The games environments have been designed with real world geography in mind 

and function and flow the same way that a real world environment would. There are forests 

and long grasses besides running streams as well as giant trees and dark caves full of 

mushrooms and vegetation and they are all designed to look like they inhabit the same 

environment. The surrealist elements and the “video game” qualities are designed not to be 

readily apparent but to be slowly noticed by the players. The addition of deep purple trees 

covered with artistic swirls and totemic statues that burst to life when you move past them 

gives depth and narrative to the world setting and make the player ask themselves questions 

about the world they are moving through.  

To juxtapose the realistic elements of the games world environment, the characters have 

been designed to appear far more cartoony and stylised than they world they inhabit. The 

Behr and the RamToise are both character that have been designed to look as if they don’t 

belong in that world, with their textures being far less realistic than then other game 

elements as well as hyper-saturated colours accented with an additional Toon shader to 

further emphasis the cartoon style. With these design choices, the characters leap from the 

screen and catch the attention of both the games target audience and those with a more 

causal interest in the platform genre.  

The gameplay of Spliced is designed to be fast paced and enjoyable so background music 

that helped to emphasise that was important. To ensure this the background music was 
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written to work specifically with the prologue level in mind with the development and 

composition of a full soundtrack aimed for a full release title.  

 

6.3 Characters 

At present the alpha release of Spliced features one fully developed main character, the 

Behr, who is representative of the aesthetic qualities and design considerations of the 

Spliced game characters. Whilst there are at present a number of design concepts for the 

other main game characters, these are not representative of the final release material. 

6.3.1 – Behr 

The chief protagonist of the game and the player character throughout Spliced, the Behr is a 

simple creature that initially is just trying to get home and is carried away on an unexpected 

journey. 

6.3.1.1 – Back Story 

The Behr’s back story is the main narrative event throughout the progression of Spliced. The 

Behr was the main companion (or pet) of the games antagonist Dr G.Nome, and was the 

result of an experiment that went wrong, fusing together a dozy 3-toed sloth and the Doctor’s 

childhood toy, a stuffed blue teddy bear. So far the only working (sort of) result of the 

Doctors experiments, the Doctor kept the Behr as his pet and as a reminder that his 

experiments could work. After travelling to the Island to continue his experiments away from 

the prying eyes of the other scientists, the Doctor continued his experiments unsuccessfully. 

The Behr was unaware of his master’s works until, in a rage about another failed test, the 

Doctor decided to experiment on the Behr again to try and replicate the effects of his 

Splicing machine. The Behr was thrown in to the Splice machine with a Stag Beetle named 

Beets and the switch flipped. For some reason instead of splicing them together the machine 

blew apart and the Behr was blasted into the sky, falling until he landed in a large pile of 

leaves in a dark forest. 

6.3.1.2 – Personality 

The Behr’s personality is, like the creatures that made him, both dozy and lovable. He 

doesn’t speak so much as emit the occasional squeal or grunt and is always curious about 

his surroundings. The betrayal by the Doctor didn’t anger him, rather it made him wonder 

what he had done wrong so he wants to head back and find out. When the Behr begins to 

discover the truth about the Doctor and the Island his personality will change as he becomes 

more self-aware and determined to rescue the Spliced creatures and stop the Doctor’s 

plans. 

6.3.1.3 – Appearance and Physical Characteristics 

The Behr, being an amalgamation of different creatures…and a teddy bear, has a unique 

look that is designed to make him stand out. The Behr has bright blue fur with beige patches 

on his limbs, chest and face, that are caused by his teddy bear origins. The sloth elements of 

the Behr are apparent in his 3 fingered hands, his long gangly arms and his dopey 
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expression. The Behr features vivid colours on a body with very little surface features in the 

aim to give the same stylised elements of a vinyl toy.  

The Behr’s long gangly arms combined with short stubby legs are designed to give him a 

cute comical appearance. In addition to this he also has a very fat tummy that bounces as he 

runs and jumps and enhances the comical aspect of his design.        

6.3.1.3.1- Animations 

At current the Behr character only features 3 animation sequences to cover his range of 

movement, as does the ram. These are broken down into a simple run cycle for general left 

to right movement; the arms flailing behind the Behr helped to identify and enhance his 

personality, leading with his gut rather than his mind. The idle animation and the jump 

animation also try to express this docile living being who almost accepts that he is a puppet 

of the player.  

The working Behr-Ram splice demonstrates how having all these different splicing abilities 

open up the game to a lot more life and movement. The Idle animation even shows how the 

personality of the Behr can be affected by the splice, changing him from docile into energetic 

and aware, shown by the impatient left to right hop. These animations would all be closer to 

the animal being spliced and how they would move, rather than majority Behr inspired.  

In the final release of the game there would be a standard guide for animation types and 

amounts. Each character variation would require at least 3 varying length idle animations to 

keep every off chance the player stops moving fresh and alive. Every stage would have 

blending animations to ease the transition, for example, between running and jumping.   

6.3.1.4 – Special Abilities 

The Behr has the ability, through the use of an old abandoned Splice machine; combine 

together with other creatures to form powerful Spliced creatures. These combinations alter 

both the appearance and the abilities of the Behr who, with these abilities, can access new 

areas of the game, fight stronger foes and move faster through the environment. For more 

information see the Spliced section of the design document. 

6.3.2 – Dr G.Nome 

The main antagonist within Spliced, the Doctor is an enemy that uses his creations to fight 

for him in his efforts to creature the ultimate creature, the Gestalt. Like all bad guys, Dr 

G.Nome doesn’t think that what he is doing is wrong but merely that the ends justify the 

means. The character provides an interesting opponent for the Behr as he is both his enemy 

and his former childhood friend. 

6.3.2.1 – Back Story 

Born with a bizarre condition, the young G.Nome never grew past the size of the average 

garden gnome and was subject to fierce bulling for much of his life. As he got older, the 

Doctor discovered the field of Genetic Engineering and hoped to develop applications to 

cure his small stature. As the years rolled on and his research progressed, the Doctor began 

to experiment with the potential of taking the traits of one animal and placing it in another 
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with the idea that maybe he could make himself taller. The Doctor began his experiments 

and in a lab accident, created the Behr, an impossible creature that somehow managed to 

exist. The experiment drew attention to the Doctors experiments due to the perceived moral 

and ethical issues of experimental animal testing. Wanting to continue his work unopposed 

the Doctor fled, to an isolated Island with a rich amount of wildlife, with the Behr so that he 

could work in peace. After years of failed attempts that produced nothing but mindless 

mutants, the Doctor chose to re-test his devices on the Behr once more. For reasons 

unknown, perhaps due to the Behr absentmindedly chewing on some cables, the machine 

exploded and when the wreckage cleared, the Behr was gone. 

6.3.2.2 – Personality 

Dr G.Nome has, unlike his stature, an extremely large temper that is warrant to be triggered 

by the slightest issue or mistake. The Doctor is a huge egotist, believing that he can do no 

wrong and that the world will eventually thank him for the work he is performing. He is at the 

same time very insecure about his appearance and very threatened by those that are taller 

than him. A border-line sociopath the Doctor has ostracized himself from the rest of the 

world so that he might continue his experiments in peace. 

6.3.2.3 – Appearance and Physical Characteristics 

Whilst the alpha development of Spliced does not feature Dr G.Nome, the early character 

concepts portray him as extremely short old bearded man that, like his name sake, has the 

appearance of a garden gnome. The Doctor dresses as a classic B-movie style mad 

scientist but with the addition of a tall hat that he wears in an attempt to make himself look 

taller. 

6.3.3 – Beets the Beetle  

Beets is the games narrator and a character that is being held hostage by the Doctor for use 

in his experiments. As players progress through the game, Beets relays more information to 

them until the games conclusion where the Behr discovers that Beets has been transformed 

in to part of the final boss creature, Gestalt. 

6.3.3.1 – Back Story 

Until he was caught in one of the Doctors specimen jars, Beets was an ordinary Stag beetle 

living on the Island. He was part of the experiment that destroyed the Doctors lab and flung 

the Behr into the wilderness, but whilst the Behr was blasted free, Beets was recaptured by 

the Doctor. 

6.3.3.2 – Personality 

The concept behind Beets is that he is an old and wise beetle that likes to listen to others 

and give his advice. His personality would be displayed through the games narrative 

elements such as cut scenes and dialogue boxes, and whilst the alpha does not feature any 

of these, the aim is that the Beetle would be a character that can convey the thoughts and 

intentions of the games story in a manner that is enjoyable to listen to or read. 
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6.3.3.3 – Appearance and Physical Characteristics 

At present there are no character designs for the Beets character as the alpha development 

was concentrated on the Behr character and environment. The initial ideas are to develop 

the Stag beetle appearance and anthropomorphise the facial features to make the creature 

more human and relatable. 

6.3.4 – RamToise 

The RamToise is the alpha development’s enemy character and the player’s first 

introduction to a spliced creature. 

6.3.4.1 – Appearance and Physical Characteristics  

The RamToise is designed to show the combination between two different animals, the Ram 

and the Tortoise and is the first enemy discovered in the game. The RamToise has the 

general appearance of a Giant Tortoise but with the large curved horns of the Ram on its 

head as well as patches of wool on its shell instead of a protective carapace. The RamToise 

is designed to be an early spliced attempt by the Doctor and is therefore not very dangerous 

or aggressive. Its appearance is designed to show players that there is a strong element of 

stupidity in the character and its lumbering back and forth waddle serve as further proof of 

this.  
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7. Section IV – Levels 
The alpha release of Spliced has one completed game level that has been designed to give 

players a solid example of the style of gameplay and level design that would feature in a 

finalise product. The following section of the design document will give details on the level 

structure of the Prologue level and the central Hub section of the game. 

7.1 – Prologue Level 

An introductory level that serves to show players the basic elements of the game mechanics 

including running and jumping, collecting items and fighting enemies. 

7.1.1 – Level Introduction 

The Prologue level occurs immediately after the events of the Doctors lab explosion and 

begins with the Behr awaking after falling through the branches of a large gnarled tree. 

There is no narrative introduction at this point as the opening of the game is designed to be 

a mystery to players that will entice them to keep playing. 

7.1.2 – Objectives 

The objectives within the first level occur purely from the point of player progression in that 

during the play through the user will develop an understanding of how the game functions. 

By playing the prologue level the user will discover how the games control system works, 

how to collect in-game items, the consequences of dying with in the game as well as how 

the checkpoint system works and how to engage in combat with an enemy character. 

From a narrative point of view, the only real objective within the game is to successfully 

reach the end of the level and proceed on to the next section where the game Hub is 

introduced.  

7.1.3 – Physical Description 

The prologue level is a large linear level set in a forest and features a number of jumping 

sections that take place on land, underground and through tree tops. As the level progresses 

the player moves further into the forest and encounters the RamToise enemy as well as a 

number of animated checkpoints. In addition to the enemy there are also a number of 

collectable Vials to pick up through the level. The level culminates in the player falling down 

a waterfall after a large tree the player is crossing breaks. 

7.1.3 - Map 
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7.1.5 – Encounters 

The prologue level features a single enemy encounter with the RamToise character at 

approximately half way stage in the level. 

7.1.6 – Level Walkthrough 

The prologue level begins with the Behr character standing under a tree at the edge of the 

forest. The level then drops down to the forest floor where the player encounters the first 

jumping section of the game. After the player has jumped over the first obstacle they must 

then jump over a shallow stream followed by a much deeper one. If the player falls into the 

deeper stream they are “killed” and respawned at the nearest checkpoint. After continuing 

through the forest the player will then encounter the RamToise in front of a dark cave 

tunnelling into the hillside.  

After defeating the RamToise the player then proceeds down the tunnel, the only light 

coming from the luminous mushrooms that grow along the walls, until they emerge at the 

other side at the base of a huge tree.  

The player at this point has several routes they can take up the tree. The first is to jump on 

to the first set of branches and then leap over to the right and past the tree. The second 

option for the player is to jump on to the same set of branches and then jump left and run up 

the hill that the cave tunnelled through. After reaching the top of the hill the player can then 

jump to the right and discover a hidden tree top area with more collectables.  

After passing the tree the player passes through a long section of woodland until they reach 

a large cliff with a waterfall passing next to it. Spanning the gap is a huge fallen tree that, 

when the player first jumps upon, will creak and shake. The player will then move along the 

tree until they reach the centre, at which point the tree will break in half and the player will 

fall down the water fall. At this point the level will end and the player will be transported to 

the game Hub. 

7.4 – Hub 

The Hub serves as both an area of relaxation for players where they can enjoy the 

environment and the creatures that live in it, as well as an area for players to experiment 

with different Spliced combinations. The area also serves as an interactive games menu that 

allows players to activate and choose the levels they wish to play. 

Aesthetically the Hub appears as an enclosed area in the middle of a small lake in a forest 

clearing. The Behr character lives in a tree on the left bank of the lake and the Splicing 

machine is on an island in the centre of the lake. 
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8. Section V – Interface 

8.1 – Visual System 

8.1.1. – HUD 

 

The current version of the HUD consists or a very streamlined, functional design. At the top 

left there is the collectable vial graphic representing the 3D Objects scattered around which 

the Behr must collect for splicing. The choice to have it as a simple image and number 

combination; and to place it at the top left, is a result of play testing and design. The player 

will mainly be travelling to the right (With exceptions for particular areas), the player needs to 

be able to see as much in front of them as possible, so all screen space to the right is 

precious and left untouched as much as possible.  

The final release game would see the introduction of tweening mechanics for hiding 

information that has become irrelevant to the players situation. For example the rare helix 

collectable would be an uncommon update so that would be time sensitive to when the 

player collected it. This ethos can be applied to any additional menu items that get 

developed. 

Along the bottom of the screen space is two large rocks or ‘runes’ with glowing arrows on, 

indicating their function. The movement stick on the left has an arrow pointing right, as that 

direction is predominant travelling direction, even though it offers left and right movement. 

The button on the bottom right of the screen is similar in design, showing an arrow pointing 

upwards to indicate movement along the Z-Axis. In the current alpha build, these buttons are 

functional and display correctly, they include a fade in and out mechanic which compensates 
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for the amount of screen space they take up. In the final build the player will be able to select 

a different visual control scheme from the options, these options representing 3 levels. 

Beginner; which is the Behr’s arms doing hand gestures. This is the more direct control 

scheme with a metaphorical twist of holding your hands through the level. The next option is 

intermediate; which is the above stone buttons, designed to just look nice and get the 

general point across for most moderately experienced players. The final option would be 

expert; which toggles the visual side of the buttons off all together, allowing for the full 

screen to be un-obscured, combined with the collectable transitions. 

8.1.2 – Menu’s 

Spliced’s menu system, both in the current alpha and the planned final release isn’t menu 

heavy in terms of cycling through options on static pages. The aim is to have maximum input 

and control with minimum disruption of flow between game play scenarios. There are only 

three locked menus with no game play movement and the rest will be embedded as in game 

carousels. 

Main Menu 

 

The Spliced main menu is the first screen to put across the art style for the game and give 

players a taste of the world they are about to enter. From a technical standpoint the menu in 

the alpha is constructed from assets from the first level, using placeholder text for the actual 

labels (‘Spliced’ and ‘Start’). The only interactivity in the Alpha build is the “start” button, 

which as the name implies, takes players to the first prologue level. There is also an 

example of the first attempts an Easter egg for the player. Upon touching the circular space 

on the totems body, it will cause it to play its checkpoint animation, a light-hearted interactive 
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segment aimed to familiarize the player with the totem, since this will be saving their 

progress throughout the stor 

Pause Menu 

 

The current pause menu in the alpha build brings the game to a stop and lets the player exit 

the game, or return to the main menu (The ‘Start’ screen). The technical side functions but 

the current script doesn’t handle camera controls properly so visually it just flies out rapidly 

from the main level. The art is also made from the default unity menus and will be 

redesigned and implemented at a later stage. The final build will see the script handle the 

camera, so the pause is less abrupt for the player as well as introducing finalised art pieces. 

Additional menu buttons can also be added should the game require them. At least one for 

returning to the HUB is planned. 
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World Map 

 

In the alpha build of Spliced the player will not be able to interact with the map menu as no 

other levels have been included for exploration. The teleporter had that originally would 

direct you to this screen, instead loads the prologue level again for replaying. This was to 

create replayability without overstretching our goals in the current timeframe. For the final 

build the player would travel through the teleporter head and be introduced to a screen 

similar to the image above. 

The centre island would be a stylized render of the entire island that Dr G.Nome has taken 

over. It would include relevant landmarks from each level as a visual cue for what theme the 

red points are located in. Creating a global map allows the player to see their overall 

progression through the story and universe in a condensed and isolated manner. If there is 

to be updates to the map, including expansions of secret areas, this would be the area which 

they are revealed/discovered by the player. The player can travel to these points following 

the red path connecting each levels point, with each point glowing to indicate completion, 

and unexplored levels left dark. The player only has to tap on the point they want to travel to 

and the Behr avatar would run along the path to the level. All the while the camera will be 

subtly animated to follow and rotate, producing more visual eye candy for the player. 
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In Game Carousel (Spliced Chamber) 

 

The Spliced chamber menu, located in the player’s hub is one of the largest menus to not 

have a dedicated stage in the flow of the game. The decision to embed the animal selection 

within the game world emphasizes how important and personal to the player the hub is. Its 

the source of all the players adventures. The image above represents how the potential 

release build or future Alphas could function. For now the alpha build has a placeholder 

particle effect which automatically plays and forces the player to turn into the ram once they 

enter the trigger. The reason for not tackling a more complex system was to contain the 

demo segment for demonstrations and keep the player within the planned track available at 

the degree show and any other play tests. 

 

8.1.3 – Camera 

The camera system developed for Spliced is an aspect that is almost complete. The 

technical functions applied to the camera mean that it will always follow the Behr player 

regardless of object clipping or axis switching. Using a simple follow script;  

 

“function Update() { 

 thisTransform.position.x = Mathf.SmoothDamp( thisTransform.position.x,  

  target.position.x, velocity.x, smoothTime) + adjx; 

 thisTransform.position.y = Mathf.SmoothDamp( thisTransform.position.y,  
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  target.position.y, velocity.y, smoothTime) + adjy; }” 

It attaches itself to whatever is defined as ‘this transform’, in our situation it’s the Behr. The 

simplicity in this script was created as a failsafe, whatever direction we continue to take 

spliced in, the camera can quickly and efficiently integrate and function as it should. For the 

final release there needs to be considerations and adaptations to resolve the clipping issue 

with particular flora elements in the levels we have and the levels to come. 

 

8.2 – Control System 

With spliced being focused on the mobile platform, specifically touch devices, the control 

scheme intended had to be heavily modified and pulled back in terms of scope, to 

accommodate the ratio of game to HUD screen space on mobile. The revisions change the 

multi axis platform control into a simple swipe style joystick for movement and tap button for 

jumping. The market research of mobile games led Spliced to use the bottom right and left 

corners to place the controls as it fits within most players’ natural resting position in 

landscape view. 

The lower left rune stone onscreen is the visual representation of the control scheme for 

movement. The arrow direction takes the implied direction of the prologue level game play 

and incorporates it as a semiotic visual aid for game play. The functionality of the button can 

be compared to that of a joystick of a traditional controller; however the movement has been 

restricted to only leaning left and right. Just like a joystick, the amount the player moves it or 

‘slides’ it, directly relates to the force their avatar has when travelling.  

This is where controls differ slightly from a joystick, as the scheme for Spliced has no explicit 

centre for where the motion is tracked from; instead the controller script tracks the physical 

point to point transition and correlates that into momentum to drive the avatar. The jump 

button is as simple of a setup as a game can have, upon the button being tapped, the player 

receives upwards momentum. An unexpected side affect present within the alpha build 

means that a player can spam the jump button and receive a multiplied boost to their 

momentum the more taps they do. This is an interesting mechanic that could be fitting with 

particular spliced creatures to emphasize their abilities, as of now it’s purely a bug 
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8.3 – Audio 

At the current stage of the alpha demo, none of the context sensitive buttons on the HUD or 

menus have any sound effect or audio applied to them.  Consistency has been attempted 

through the use of ambient sound loops to accompany the menus, to avoid any immersion 

breaking silences. The score of the Alpha build and the planned release includes purpose 

written soundtrack, created by Matts brother; Paul Heaney. The ambient sounds are 

something that will remain present throughout future builds and into the final release. The 

button presses will receive audio cues in the final build, subtle “boops” and “beeps” 

responding to menu changes and navigation, seeing as those sounds in a menu is a staple 

of contemporary video games. They will also help tie the whole thing together into one 

continuous universe. 
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9. Section VI – Artificial Intelligence 

9.1 – Enemy Intelligence 

At the current stage of Spliced, enemy intelligence is controlled through a waypoint system 

which can be freely modified within the editor using various gizmos. The enemy with this 

waypoint script will walk at a fixed speed from each point in the series defined per script. The 

allows the interaction and difficulty introduced by an enemy to be applicable to spliced 

without the extended development costs and time that come from a fully fledged artificial 

intelligence system. 

 

This takes no account of the player’s position or actions; it is purely a patrolling script for the 

current build. In the final build there are plans to increase the complexity of enemy AI to 

include a trigger volume, which on the player entering can turn the enemy hostile, causing it 

to attack. This can be built upon the existing enemy waypoint system given the development 

time, as well as modifications for retreating enemies, or stealth enemies who sneak up on 

the player once the trigger is activated.  

Speaking in terms of current reaction to the player’s avatar, the RamToise has no interest 

towards the player and their proximity. This is a two part design; firstly it was simpler to have 

the enemy as a neutral character, where interaction was all down to the Players side. Not 

only was it simpler, but it allows the player to tackle and practice against an enemy which is 

no direct threat, apart from contact based death. If a player is to try and advance on the 

enemy whilst facing it, it will cause a faux ‘death’ and the Behr will respawn back to the 

previous totem. If the player is able to land on the Behr’s shell and not touch the head, then 

the RamToise is eliminated from play, and the smaller, cuter spliced animals are freed. 
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9.2 – Friendly Characters 

Rescued Animal Spheres 

There are currently only two semi-functional friendly characters in the alpha build, these are 

the cute versions of the animals the player rescues. The cute ram ball has slightly more 

relevance than the turtle as it plays a key role in physical gameplay. These two characters, 

like many more planned for the final build, are spawned whenever a spliced creation is 

defeated. As the alpha stands now, the RamToise deploys three Ram balls and three turtle 

balls. These automatically are classed as “rescued” by the player, and will bounce away and 

escape back to the player’s hub.  

Only the ram returns to the hub at this stage, where his character sits at the start of the hub 

immobile and immovable. The turtle doesn’t make an appearance as it doesn’t add to the 

demo gameplay. The ram however is the tie which enables the player to demo a spliced 

combination, the “BehrRam”. For the final build, these animals will be animated and alive in 

the hub, making it their own home. The player will be able to feed, play and interact with 

each and everyone that crosses their axis (Which the animals will be free from). Using the 

enemies’ waypoint script combined with an array of randomization, unlimited animals can be 

added and given life with multiple animations portraying different actions and emotions. This 

is an idea still in its infancy as it’s irrelevant to the demo build of the game available to play 

testers. 

Unplayable NPC’s 

In the game HUB and through particular story based events (None of which are present 

within the current build) there will appear NPCs which are friendly or at least hostile to Dr G 

Nome. These NPCs won’t specifically have roles or even move outside of a standard idle 

animation relevant to their location in the game, such as an NPC carving a tree. However 

they will react to the player, again with the use of trigger volumes. A simple greeting or a list 

of generic greetings and comments which can add variety to the world the player traverses 

and gives a feeling of a population existing around this island independent to the Behr’s 

story. 

9.2.1 – Player and Collision Detection 

Everything in the alpha build to do with action and reaction with the Behr is handled through 

Unity’s tag system and a simple capsule collider.  Giving the physical Behr mesh a ‘Player’ 

tag allows any additional functionality driven by player interaction can just reference the 

object tag and produce a reaction. Visa versa, the players collider handles any incoming 

commands of scripts which are attached to or affect the Behr character. 
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9.3 – Path finding 

Touched upon in the Enemy AI section, the system incorporated at the moment to control 

any kind of intelligent level navigation is handled purely through scripted logic rather than 

through procedural techniques and real-time exploration. There is a serious of waypoints 

dictating the goal of the object being controlled. The object will move at a defined speed to 

each checkpoint in the list until it reaches the last one, where it will cycle through gain. 

 

The diagram above is to help demonstrate the current versus the planned path finding 

methods. The key differences being that in the final build, enemies won’t require a waypoint 

system to be set up uniquely for each enemy, cutting development time. Each enemy will 

appear to have their own mindset and reactions when the player comes across them, adding 

variable tweaks based on thematic enemy type will be the final step of path finding for the 

final release. 
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10. Section VII – Technical 

10.1 Target Hardware 

The alpha build of Spliced is created to be played on current generation mobile devices and 

tablets, specifically those available directly to the team. These devices are the mobile 

phones; Two Samsung Galaxy S2’s running alternate Android versions with the following 

specs; 

DISPLAY; 

Physical size: 4.3 inches 

Resolution: 480 x 800 pixels 

Pixel density: 218 ppi 

Technology: Super AMOLED Plus 

Colors: 16 777 216 

Touchscreen: Capacitive, Multi-touch 

Features: Light sensor, Proximity sensor, Scratch-resistant glass. 

 

HARDWARE; 

System chip: Samsung Exynos 4210 

Processor: Dual core, 1200 MHz, ARM Cortex-A9 

Graphics processor: ARM Mali-400 

System memory: 1024 MB RAM 

Built-in storage: 32 GB 

Storage expansion: microSD, microSDHC up to 32 GB 

As well as a donated Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10.1” with the following specs; 

DISPLAY  

Physical size: 10.1 inches 

Resolution: 1280 x 800 pixels 

Pixel density: 149 ppi 

Technology: Super PLS LCD 

Touchscreen: Capacitive, Multi-touch 
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Features: Light sensor, Proximity sensor 

 

HARDWARE 

Processor: Dual core, 1000 MHz 

Graphics processor: 1GHz dual-core TI OMAP 4430 processor 

System memory: 1024 MB RAM 

Built-in storage: 32 GB 

Storage expansion: microSD, microSDHC up to 32 GB 

 

It makes sense for the alpha to be built to target these platforms as they include an old 
generation of mobile phone as well as an old generation tablet. Most of the degree show 
visitors who we wish to distribute the alpha to will have similar or more advanced hardware 
to play with. 

For the final project there are already foundations of research into optimization and 
experiments with the best performing visual and logical assets available through the blog, 
from this Spliced can be optimized and added to, to fully get the most out of every range of 
mobile device available on its release. The game would include built in scripts that would 
dynamically edit the assets to scale within the performance limitations of whatever device is 
running it. 
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10.2 Development Hardware and Software 

Throughout the development of spliced there hasn’t been any use of any dedicated 

hardware pieces aside from the standard IT accessories (Mouse, Keyboard, Portable 

storage device) and there is currently no reason to stray from this ethic. The software used 

has been decided from past experiences of the development team mixed with current 

preferences, and backed up by contemporary independent studio practices. The core 

software to begin with was the July 2012 build of Unreal Development Kit, for its vast array 

of features and previous experience. 

Once the game progressed through the first two iterations, the game has been built using 

the Unity development kit; a piece of software aimed exclusively at small scale studios and 

independent developers. Specifically version 3.5.6 F4. This ensured compatibility between 

packages, assets and scenes. The specific version was chosen as it’s the only edition 

available to students of HSAD, and then backed up for the team to take with them from 

machine to machine, not restricting development to specific locations. 

For the visual assets of Spliced the main 3D tool has always been 3D Studio Max 2011, 

chosen entirely from experience, specifically with more modern versions not being able to 

handle simple tasks without malfunctioning. It was also the program the team had most 

knowledge and experience with, outside of 2012. 2012 is the edition available on certain 

HSAD computers and as a result, has been used for some animation templates which can 

be converted back to 2011, demoting 2012 from a necessity to a single issue resolution. For 

any high polygon modelling (That is common among many of today’s video games) needed 

to produce Ambient Occlusion and Normal maps, the team employed the use of Sculptris; a 

free alternative to Zbrush available to anyone for educational use. Sculptris has been a 

strong part of defining the stylistic presence of Spliced and very quickly cut down the asset 

creation time with its very simplified pipeline of built in tools. 

For texturing, image editing and every other piece of graphic related design or manipulation 

were handled by machine specific versions of Adobe Photoshop. This application is one of 

the biggest image editing applications of the past few years so it was a simple choice for us 

to handle our graphic design in. Everything from texture painting, to collectable icon and 

menu buttons. 

 

10.3 Development Procedures and Standards 

Initially the project didn’t have explicit direction defined by either member of the team; the 

only definite plan was to split the visually creative side and the gameplay mechanic 

functionality side. This was to give each member a chance to explore areas they weren’t 

comfortable with but wanted to expand upon before splitting off into their specialities. The 

team would come together whenever an asset needed developing or refining, and they 

would debate the idea until all that was left was a refined concept to be created. This was 

the simplest method found for two people to distinguish the best idea without a democracy. 

Throughout the exploration into this big area of games design, there have been simple 
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miniature procedures and standards which have been reused and helped keep the form of 

the beta build continuous and compact. Such as; 

Always use .JPG (Smaller file size) for textures whenever possible, switching to .TGA’s for in 

game alpha maps (Specifically foliage) and .PNGs (Small filesize with transparency) for 

menu items. 

Whenever a specific asset has been made to go with a game mechanic of trigger action, the 

asset would get developed and incorporated by the same person in an older backup of the 

spliced engine. This is where the trigger events, animations, and any other scripts are 

created and applied in context. Once the developer had a working little sub scene that 

functioned and reacted to the Players presence; This collection of logical components, art 

and functionality could be grouped together into a single prefab (Thanks to Unity’s powerful 

project management system) then exported with all dependable scripts, textures etc too. 

This final package file could then be given to whoever is in charge of the most update build 

of Spliced could just append the package and have a working game element to just drag and 

drop into the scene without any additional construction.  

Anytime a modification to existing code is made, it must be commented to explain reasons or 

functionality so that any member of the team can understand modifications. Likewise, if there 

is to be any removal of code, rather than explicitly deleting it, just comment it out with two 

forward slashes (//Code). 

Test every advanced edit made to the engine on the mobile device nearest, as particular 

code subsets and origins can be deformed or malfunction once the Android package has 

been built; remembering to check ‘DXT Tegra’ compression in the build settings, for correctly 

formatted grass billboards. 

10.4 – Game Engine 

Unreal Development Kit – Original Engine 

The Unreal Development Kit was the original intended engine for which Spliced was to be 

built, seeing as it was the universities standard and it was the only engine we had real 

experience with (Outside of Matt’s self initiated in Year 2, and Danny’s Dynamo Prototype).  

After seeing previous examples of 2D games built on the unreal engine commercially, and 

being able to see well documented examples of similar systems online, the confidence was 

there to make a Spliced prototype a reality. The initial level block in with the BSP tool was 

powerful and quick, able to streamline the development of concept to visualization into less 

than an hour. The moment the team delved into functionality and actually creating bespoke 

mechanics outside of generic First Person Shooter controls, that is when issues arose. The 

only working part that was able to be accomplished, without a license and full rebuilding of 

the engines core was a 2d side scroller. However the direction of the players’ model still 

faced a movable gun cursor and the character was rigged as a third person shooter model. 

Even something as simple as swapping the model out for a custom made one meant 

learning bits of code that ultimately led to abandoning UDK in favour of Unity. 
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Unity – Current Alpha Build 

The change to Unity was established and agreed upon by both dev team members as the 

logical step for creating a working prototype, without having to modify a large existing 

codebase (Which was already pigeonholed into FPS style shooter games). Unity’s workflow 

of stacking miniature code snippets on top of one another to create complex mechanics was 

the perfect solution for developing this mobile targeted video game. Unity offers Android and 

IOS support with the standard pro license, unlike UDK with required a consultation with the 

engineers and a license agreement beforehand. Using simple mechanics found from the 

expansive library online of development and programming tips, piece by piece the initial 

prototype took shape. Each week would see the addition of scripts which expanded on those 

before it, creating seemingly elaborate scenarios and functionality with intelligent use of 

simple code libraries. 

Unity also offers a much more pleasing way of project management, specifically for people 

who have a background in art rather than programming. Any asset made could be exported 

directly to your projects hierarchy, where Unity will automatically add it in under vague 

system rules (Unlike UDK which had a long and arduous process of ticking boxes and 

renaming files). This meant that artists could simply tweak vertices within a model, and 

export them back out and the changes would appear real-time within the scene. This feature 

alone helped development time immensely, combined with not having to run the CPU 

intensive task of rendering out light maps every time we wanted to test something even as 

small as a small stones appearance. Unity just allowed developers to play test their game 

from within their editor (Similar to UDKs play in viewport feature, without all the graphical 

bugs and inconsistencies). 

10.5 Scripting Language 

Spliced Alpha as well as current plans for the future developments of the game all 

exclusively utilizes JavaScript, one of three available languages inside Unity. The decision to 

stick with this language over exploring others was down to the evolution and development of 

early tests. From experience it was visible that there was a much bigger library of help and 

existing situations similar to ours, which fuelled motivation and general progression of the 

games intricate demo mechanics and functionality. In hindsight from the current 

development stage, C# appears to be a much more robust language which could’ve 

potentially solved certain barriers and limitations we encountered and worked around. 
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11. Section VIII – Game Art 

11.1 – Concept Art
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11.2 - Style Guides 

The overall style guides we decided were actually derived from existing; albeit old, video 

games. Specifically Final Fantasy© and Tomba! ©;  

 

Final Fantasy 9 

Final Fantasy 9 
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Final Fantasy 9 

 

Tomba! 2 
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Tomba! 2 

 

Tomba! 2 
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We also sourced various online images as a more refined style guide for the prologue level; 
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11.3 – Characters 
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11.4 – Environments  

Prologue Level/Ram Level  
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The Hub 
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Main Menu 
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11.5 – Extra Content 
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12. Appendices  

12.1 Asset List 

12.1.1 Art 

12.1.1.1 Models and Texture List 

BehrPlayer.FBX 
BehrRam.FBX 
Collectable.FBX 
CollisionTreeCollapse1.FBX 
CollisionTreeCollapse2.FBX 
FinalBehr.FBX 
Grass Clump.FBX337,920 GrassCL_Medium1.FBX 
GrassCL_Medium2.FBX 
GrassCL_Small1.FBX 
GrassCL_Small2.FBX 
GroundPiece1.FBX 
GroundPiece2.FBX 
GroundPiece3_SmallRamp.FBX 
GroundPiece4_LittleSteppedRamp.FBX 
GroundPiece5_TunnelStepdown.FBX 
Hero Tree Centre.FBX 
MushroomPack.FBX 
MyTree.FBX 
New Level Block In.FBX 
ocean_plane.FBX 
RamCute.FBX 
RamToise.FBX 
Rock.FBX 
Shrub.FBX 
splicedlogo.FBX 
TeleporterHead.FBX 
tESTING.FBX 
Totem_Animated.FBX 
TreeFractureMesh.FBX 
Tree_1stHero.FBX 
Tree_3rd Hero.FBX 
Tree_Collapsed.FBX 
Tree_LeavesLong.FBX 
Tree_LeavesSmall.FBX 
Tree_Leaveswide.FBX 
Tree_Stylized.FBX 
Tree_Tall - Copy.FBX 
Tree_Tall.FBX 
TurtleCute.FBX 
Water Plane.fbx 
Water.FBX 
WaterFallCurve.FBX 
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Texture List  
 
1SstHeroTreeDIFF.jpg 
1stHeroTreeNORM.tga 
2ndHeroTreeDIFF.jpg 
2ndHeroTreeNORM.tga 
3rdHeroCollapsed.jpg 
3rdHeroCollapsed.tga 
arms.jpg 
Bark Texture.jpg 
bear.jpg 
BehrRamHornsTail.jpg 
Branches.jpg 
Branches2.jpg 
branches2opactiy.jpg 
BranchesOpacity.jpg 
BranchesSmallShrub.tga 
BranchesTallTree.tga 
Distance Trees Card.tga 
DNAHelix.tga 
dsdfsdfdf.tga 
Grass Texture.jpg 
GrassCard1.tga 
GrassCard1OPT.png 
GrassCard2.tga 
GrassCard2OPT.png 
GrassClumps.tga 
GrassClumpsDiff.tga 
GrassClumpsOpacity.jpg 
GrassMud Blend Texture.jpg 
Head LOWNormalsMap.tga 
legs.jpg 
NoImage.png 
ParticleTEST.tga 
ParticleTEST2.tga 
PortalHeadDIFF.jpg 
PortalHeadDIFF.tga 
RamDIFF.jpg 
RamLegs.jpg 
RamNORM.tga 
RamtoiseDIFF.jpg 
Rock DIFFUSE.tga 
Rock New LNormalsMap.tga 
SimpleFoam.png 
smallWavesMap.png 
SmashedGlass.tga 
tESTING.tga 
toon ramp.png 
Totem_DIFF.tga 
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Totem_NORM.tga 
Tree Top_NORM.tga 
Tree_LeavesDIFF.tga 
TreStylizedDIFF.jpg 
TreStylizedNORM.jpg 
Turtle LowNormalsMap.tga 
TurtleDIFF.jpg 
Water fallback.jpg 
Waterbump.jpg 
WindLeaf1.tga 
WindLeaf2.tga 
WindWind.tga 

12.1.1.2 Animations List 

 
BehrIdle 
BehrRun 
BehrJump 
BehrIdle (Ram Variant) 
BehrRun (Ram Variant) 
BehrJump (Ram Variant) 
RamtoiseWalk 
TotemHeadOpen 
TotemHeadClose 
TotemLean 
 

12.1.1.3 Effects List 

 
Bark Chippings 
DirtFogParticles 
BlueBeamforthemouth 
Collectable 
Collectables_Particles 
Ramspark 
RespawnTotemParticleEffect 
SpliceParticles 
TreeFractureMesh 
1st Tree Wind 
2nd Tree Wind 
 

12.1.1.4 Interface Art List  

 
bang.png 
cog.png 
Small Icon.png 
Splash Screen.png 
Start 1.png 
Start.png 
testtube.png 
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RightBUTTON.png 
LeftBUTTON.png 
 

12.1.2 Sound 

12.1.2.1 Environmental Sounds 

 
Birds In Forest-SoundBible.com-472460759.mp3 
tree_branch_fall_on_leaves_and_twigs.mp3 
Tree_Creak.mp3 
Tree_Fall.mp3 
 

12.1.2.2 Interface Sounds 

 
Blop-Mark_DiAngelo-79054334.mp3 
Voice 001.mp3 
 

12.1.3 Music 

 

12.1.3.1 Ambient  

 
Heavy Track.mp3 
Broken Fingers.mp3 
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13. Blog Links 

For further reading about the Spliced design process, as well as our personal reflections about the 

games design process please follow the link to: 

http://splicedblog.wordpress.com 

If you would like to see more work by either Matt or Danny, please follow the link to their individual 

blogs and portfolios 

Matt Heaney 

Portfolio 

http://www.coroflot.com/matt_heaney  

Blog 

http://mattheaney.wordpress.com/ 

 

Danny Mitchell 

Portfolio/Blog 

http://wherezthecoke.wordpress.com 
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